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Abstract—As businesses move their critical IT operations to multi-tenant cloud data centers, it is becoming increasingly important to provide network performance guarantees to individual tenants. Due to the impact of network congestion on the performance of many common cloud applications, recent work has focused on enabling network reservation for individual tenants. Current network reservation methods, however, do not gracefully degrade in the presence of network oversubscriptions that may frequently occur in a cloud environment.

In this context, for a shared data center network, we introduce Network Satisfaction Ratio (NSR) as a measure of the satisfaction derived by a tenant from a given network reservation. NSR is defined as the ratio of the actual reserved bandwidth to the desired bandwidth of the tenant. Based on NSR, we present a novel network reservation mechanism that can admit time-varying tenant requests and can fairly distribute any degradation in the NSR among the tenants in presence of network oversubscription. We evaluate the proposed method using both synthetic network traffic trace and representative data center traffic trace generated by running a reduced data center job trace in a small testbed. The evaluation shows that our method adapts to changes in network reservations, and it provides significant and fair improvement in NSR when the data center network is oversubscribed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motivation. Many cloud data centers support multiple tenants with diverse workloads. The workload of a tenant consists of one or more jobs, and the tenant’s resource requirement consists of compute, memory, storage and network resources. These requirements generally vary with time, depending on the type and scale of individual jobs. For ensuring performance isolation among tenants, cloud operators have traditionally provided either dedicated compute, memory and storage resources, or reservations over slices of these resources for each tenant. Since performance of many popular cloud applications, such as those based on map-reduce framework [1], depends significantly on network resources, some recent papers have proposed extension of tenant reservation to network resources [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8].

Current network reservation methods, however, do not provide a mechanism to gracefully degrade the network reservation when the data center network is oversubscribed. Such a scenario may arise when new tenants join, or when tenants’ network requirements increase. Network oversubscription may also occur if the network infrastructure is underprovisioned by design by the cloud providers, in order to keep CAPEX costs low in price-sensitive markets.

Network reservation methods that provide absolute bandwidth guarantees to the tenants may reject reservation requests if they cannot be satisfied over existing spare capacity in the network [3], [2], [4], [5]. Such a hard admission control is not only undesirable for the tenants, it may also indirectly result in lower average link utilization, and is therefore, deleterious for the cloud operator. For example, apprehending a rejection of future bandwidth increase requests, at the beginning of its tenancy, a tenant may request a bandwidth reservation that is close to the peak rate, resulting in a low average link utilization during most of its tenancy.

On the other hand, methods that propose fair sharing of network links among the tenants, characterize the requirements of a tenant (or a flow or a VM) using a weight. These methods, however, do not directly use the desired bandwidths of the tenants [6], [7]. In such a system, the bandwidth share for a tenant may arbitrarily degrade if there is a significant increase in the number of tenants or their network requirements. On a related note, it is important to observe that the fair sharing of link bandwidth among TCP flows is inadequate for tenants’ network reservations because TCP’s fair sharing of bandwidth depends on the network characteristics of the flows, such as loss rate and RTT, but it is oblivious to tenants’ desired bandwidths.

Contribution. In this work, we present a network reservation mechanism for cloud tenants that provides a balance between absolute bandwidth guarantees and relative bandwidth sharing approaches, and therefore, gradually and fairly reduces the network reservation during oversubscriptions. We first introduce Network Satisfaction Ratio (NSR) of a tenant as measure of the satisfaction a tenant derives from a network reservation. At a high level, we define NSR of a tenant as the ratio of its reserved bandwidth to the desired bandwidth. Since this work is a first step towards managing satisfaction derived by tenants from network reservation in cloud, we use a simple definition of tenant’s network satisfaction. More sophisticated measures of satisfaction can be obtained by considering real-time network performance metrics, or other functions of reserved and desired bandwidths.

Using NSR, we present a method that periodically performs network resource allocation with the aim of fairly satisfying the tenants. In particular, if network reservation requests of every tenant cannot be fully satisfied, the requests and existing reservations are reduced such that the minimum NSR over all tenants is maximized. Following [3], [9], we consider the abstraction of a virtual cluster (also known as Hose model) for specifying the network reservation of a tenant. After the initial placement of the tenant, the method uses flow rerouting and a limited number of VM migrations to handle subsequent bandwidth reservation requests. The method is executed periodically, so as to handle changes in tenants’ network requirements as well as arrival and departures of tenants.
We use a novel observation about the optimal bandwidth requirement of a virtual cluster (VC) reservation to reduce the number of rerouting and migrations. Finally, to avoid arbitrary degradation in NSR in case of a large number of tenants or bandwidth requests, a request is admitted only if the minimum NSR over all tenants can be maintained above a certain predefined threshold.

We evaluate our method using trace-driven simulations. We use two sets of network reservation request traces. The first request trace is derived from the network traffic inside a small cluster when a reduced job trace from Facebook [10] is executed over the cluster. The second set is synthetically generated assuming certain time-varying tenant network traffic. As compared to the method in [3], our scheme shows significant and fair improvement in tenants’ network satisfaction for both sets of traces, and adapts to changes in bandwidth requests, while maintaining same or better link utilization.

Roadmap. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce NSR for a tenant, and recall the virtual cluster abstraction for network reservation. Section III presents an observation on the optimality of a virtual cluster reservation, which is used in our network reservation algorithm presented in Section IV. In Section V, we describe our method for collecting representative data center network traffic traces on a small testbed based on real data center job traces, and some observations on that data. We present our evaluation results in Section VI, using both representative data center traffic traces and synthetic traffic traces. Section VIII describes the related work, and Section IX concludes the paper with some directions for future work.

II. NETWORK SATISFACTION RATIO OF A TENANT

Assuming all tenants have equal importance, in an over-subscribed scenario, ideally we would like to gracefully and fairly degrade the quality of the network reservation of all the tenants. Towards this end, we introduce Network Satisfaction Ratio (NSR) as a measure of the satisfaction that a tenant derives from a given reserved bandwidth, with respect to the tenant’s desired bandwidth. Although such satisfaction level can be characterized using various functions of different network parameters of a tenant, in this work we consider a simple definition. Next, we describe a representation of a tenant’s network requirement using virtual network and virtual cluster [3] before introducing our definition of NSR.

The data center topology is modeled using a network graph with physical switches and physical servers as nodes, and physical links as edges. The physical servers host VMs. In this work, for available resources, we only consider the network bandwidth of the links in the data center, and the number of VMs a server can host. We model a tenant’s desired network as consisting of its VMs denoted by vector $V_M = \langle v_{m_1}, \ldots, v_{m_m} \rangle$, and a collection of desired network traffic rates among the VMs.

The desired and the reserved network of a tenant is represented by virtual networks, which specify the bandwidth requirement of the tenant. A node in a virtual network is either a VM or a virtual switch (VS), and the weight on an edge (also called virtual link) is the bandwidth specified between its end nodes. A common virtual network is a clique, which specifies a bandwidth between every pair of VMs. In this work, we consider a virtual network of the form virtual cluster (VC) [3], which has earlier been studied as Hose Model for VPNs [9]. In a virtual cluster there is an intermediate VS, and a (sum of incoming and outgoing) bandwidth is specified between every VM and the VS, as shown in Figure 1. Note that, each VM may have a different bandwidth requirement to the VS.

![Fig. 1: A Virtual Cluster.](image)

A network reservation method finds an appropriate resource reservation for a tenant, and modifies the reservation based on subsequent tenant requests. The reservation method should perform resource allocation (either for an initial placement or subsequent modification) so as to maximize the tenant’s satisfaction from the reservation. We characterize the satisfaction level of a specific network resource reservation for a tenant through Network Satisfaction Ratio (NSR). The NSR of a reserved virtual network, given a desired virtual network (over the same network topology), is defined as the minimum ratio of the reserved bandwidth to the desired bandwidth, over all virtual links. The NSR of a tenant at a given point in time, is the NSR of its current reserved virtual network given its last specified desired virtual network.

Note that NSR characterizes only the quality of network provisioning, i.e., the satisfaction level of a tenant for a given network provisioning with respect to its requested network provisioning, and therefore, depends only on the reserved and desired bandwidths. NSR is not a real-time QoS metric, and does not consider the actual tenant traffic.

III. VIRTUAL CLUSTER AND VIRTUAL SWITCH PLACEMENT

In this section, we consider the VC reservation for a single tenant. Consider a desired VC, $vc$, where $br_{vc}(i)$ denotes the bandwidth requirement of VM $i$ to the virtual switch of $vc$. A bandwidth reservation $R$ for $vc$, given a data center network topology $G$ and placement for all VMs to physical servers, is specified as follows: $R$ specifies bandwidth $R(e)$ (possibly 0) reserved on each edge $e$ of $G$ such that, any traffic requirement of the tenant, in which the total traffic (sum of incoming and outgoing) for each VM $i$ is at most $br_{vc}(i)$, can be satisfied by routing using the reserved bandwidths.

**Optimal bandwidth reservation.** Consider a tree data center network topology $T$, where the root is a core router, the internal nodes are the switches, and the leaves are the physical servers. One or more VMs can be placed on a leaf node. For

---

1Here, we assume that a tenants desired bandwidth is proportional to its payment. However, further prioritization among the tenants can be done by adding different weights to NSRs of different tenants.

2Since allocation of network resources is the focus of this paper, we ignore the variation in the compute requirements across VMs, as well as the storage and the memory requirements.

3Although the observations in this section are for a tree data center topology, the algorithm we present in the next section can handle non-tree topologies.
ease of presentation, we assume that edges and nodes in $T$ have a natural top to bottom ordering, with the root at the top and leaves at the bottom. Assume that all the VMs of the tenant have been placed on physical servers.

For a leaf (i.e., a server) $v$, let $b(v)$ denote the total desired bandwidth of all VMs that are placed on $v$ (according to the bandwidth requirement of those VMs in vc). Upon removing an edge $e$ from $T$, $T$ is divided into two subtrees, namely the lower subgraph $G_l(e)$ (i.e., the subtree rooted at the lower of the two end-nodes of $e$) and the remaining upper subgraph $G_u(e)$ (i.e., the subgraph obtained by removing $G_l(e)$ and $e$ from $T$). Let $l(e)$ ($u(e)$) denote the set of VMs in the lower (resp., upper) subgraph, and let $B_l(e)$ (resp., $B_u(e)$) denote total desired bandwidth of those VMs. Figure 2 gives an example of terms defined above.

For a non-root node $w$ of $T$, we similarly define the lower subgraph $G_l(w)$ as the subtree rooted at $w$ that contains all descendants of $w$, and the upper subgraph $G_u(w)$ as the subgraph obtained by removing $G_l(w)$ and the edge connecting $w$ to its parent node. We similarly define $l(w)$, $u(w)$, $B_l(w)$ and $B_u(w)$.

For a non-root node $w$ with $B_{small}(w) > 0$, we define the bandwidth offset ratio $\alpha_{vc}(w)$ of $w$ as $\frac{B_{large}(w)}{B_{small}(w)}$. Note that the minimum value of $\alpha_{vc}(w)$ is 1. Next, for any node $w$ in the topology, we define a $w$-virtual switch reservation ($vs_{vc}(w)$-reservation) as the reservation in which, for each VM $i$, a bandwidth of $br_{vc}(i)$ is reserved on every link on a shortest path from $i$ to $w$ in the topology. We now show that for a single node, $vs(w)$-reservation is within a $\alpha_{vc}(w)$ factor of the optimal, where the optimal is given by Lemma 1. In the remainder of the discussion, we omit the virtual cluster vc subscript when it is obvious from the context.

**Lemma 2.** For any non-root node $w$ in $T$ with $B_{small}(w) > 0$, if $vs(w)$-reservation is done over $T$ for a virtual cluster vc, the actual reservation for each edge is within $\alpha(w)$ times the optimal.

**Proof:** Consider an edge $e$ in $T$. Without loss of generality, assume that $B_l(e) \leq B_u(e)$. Then, from Lemma 1, the optimal reservation on $e$ is $B_l(e)$. We consider two cases.

**Node $w$ is in $G_u(e)$.** In this case, in $vs(w)$-reservation, each VM $i$ in $l(e)$ reserves a bandwidth of $br(i)$ on the (shortest) path from $i$ to $w$. All these paths include $e$, and these are the only reservations on $e$. Thus, the actual $vs(w)$-reservation on $e$ is $B_l(e)$, which is also the optimal reservation, as mentioned above. Since $\alpha(w)$ is at least 1, the actual reservation for $e$ is within $\alpha(w)$ times the optimal.

**Node $w$ is in $G_l(e)$.** In this case, in $vs(w)$-reservation, each VM $i$ in $G_u(e)$ reserves a bandwidth of $br(i)$ on the (shortest) path from $i$ to $w$. All these paths include $e$, and these are the only reservations on $e$. Thus, the actual $vs(w)$-reservation on $e$ is $B_u(e)$. See Figure 2.

Consider the two subgraphs derived from $w$, large($w$) and small($w$). Since $w$ is in $G_l(e)$, one of the subgraphs derived from $w$ is a subgraph of $G_l(e)$, and $G_u(w)$ is a subgraph of the other subgraph derived from $w$. Since, $B_u(e)$ is higher than $B_l(e)$, $G_u(e)$ is a subgraph of large($w$), and small($w$) is a subgraph of $G_l(e)$. Thus, $B_u(e) \leq B_{large}(w)$, and $B_l(e) \geq B_{small}(w)$. Consequently, the ratio of the actual bandwidth reserved on $e$, which as discussed above is $B_u(e)$, to the optimal bandwidth reserved on $e$, which is $B_l(e)$, is at most $\frac{B_{large}(w)}{B_{small}(w)} = \alpha(w)$.

Before concluding this section, we briefly state the two special cases in VS placement at a node $w$ and its associated $w$-virtual switch reservation. First, when $B_{small}(w) = 0$, the ratio of the reserved bandwidth to the optimal bandwidth can be arbitrarily large. Nodes with $B_{small}(w) = 0$ are trivial to identify, and should not be considered for VS placement. Second, when the root node is selected as VS $w$, there are two cases. If for every child $x$ of $w$, $B_l(x) \leq B_u(x)$, then the reserved bandwidth is the optimal bandwidth for every edge. Otherwise, if for any child $x$, $B_l(x) > B_u(x)$, then let $y$ be the child of $w$ with maximum value of $\frac{B_l(y)}{B_u(y)}$. Then the ratio of the reserved bandwidth to the optimal bandwidth for every edge is at most $\frac{B_l(y)}{B_u(y)}$.

**Observations for managing tenant reservations.** Given a routing tree, Lemma 2 points out that nodes with low bandwidth offset ratio should be preferred for VS placement. This is
because, from Lemma 2, a low bandwidth offset ratio results in a corresponding bandwidth reservation on each edge that is close to the optimal reservation. Note that, even if a VS placement on a node results in a low bandwidth offset, the corresponding routing may not feasible due to insufficient spare capacity on the edges. Therefore, multiple nodes may need to be considered for VS placement.

If the data center topology is not a tree, then a routing tree $T'$ should be selected (among the candidate subtrees of the topology) such that some VS placement over $T'$ gives a low bandwidth offset ratio. These two observations are at the heart of the reservation management algorithm presented in the next section.

![Fig. 3: VC placed on the data center. Thicker lines show the demand routes.](image)

**IV. ALGORITHM**

Our algorithm for managing NSR of a tenant consists of (1) initial VM placement and flow routing when the virtual cluster is created, and (2) subsequent rerouting of flows and limited number of VM migrations when the desired bandwidths in the virtual cluster is changed by the tenant. We now describe these two steps in more detail. The objective of our algorithm is to maintain as high an NSR as possible for all tenants (by trying to maximize the minimum NSR among tenants), while performing limited or no (expensive) VM migrations. Note that the algorithm uses the observations from Section III from VS placement and demand routing, and the algorithm can be applied to a tree as well as a non-tree data center topology.

**A. Initial Placement**

When the system receives a request for a desired virtual cluster (VC) of a tenant for the first time, an initial placement scheme is used for placing the VMs of the VC, and for reserving link bandwidth for routing the flows of the VC. In this work, we use an initial placement scheme that is an extension of the VC placement scheme in [3]. We note that the VC placement algorithm in [3] does not handle subsequent changes in the desired bandwidths of VM, which is the main contribution of our algorithm.

**Bandwidth aware VC placement.** This method is an extension of VC placement algorithm in [3]. The algorithm, while taking into account the desired bandwidth and the number of VMs, places the VC on the lowest subtree that can accommodate the VMs and the flows.\(^4\) We extend the algorithm to handle heterogeneous VM bandwidths and non-tree topologies, and strive to maintain a minimum level of NSR, denoted by $\alpha$.

To address heterogeneous VM bandwidths within a VC we do the following steps. While considering a sub-tree for placing the VC or a subset of nodes of VC: in addition to taking into account the number of VM slots of the subtree, we also consider the number of bandwidth slots. Here the bandwidth slot of a subtree is defined as $\lfloor \frac{\text{avl}_{bw}}{\alpha \cdot \text{avg}_{bw}} \rfloor$, where $\text{avl}_{bw}$ is the available bandwidth of the link from the root of subtree to its parent, and $\text{avg}_{bw}$ is the average bandwidth of all the VMs in the VC. The minimum of the two capacities (bandwidth slots and VM slots) decides the number of VMs that can be placed on the subtree. If all VMs of the VC with bandwidths reduced by a factor of $\alpha$ can be placed, the VC is accepted for placement, otherwise, it is rejected. In addition, the flow reservation for the VC over each link is set to the maximum possible value (based on the available link capacity) which is between $\alpha$ and 1 times the optimal reservation value given by Lemma 1.

In a non-tree topology, there can be multiple subtrees with a selected root node and the set of leaf nodes. The number of such possible subtrees depends on the degree of redundancy in the network links and the number of levels in the subtree itself. As the number of such subtrees can become very large, we only consider a fixed maximum number of such subtrees and select the one which gives the highest NSR with value above the minimum of $\alpha$.

After selecting an initial VC placement, we select an initial virtual switch (VS) among the nodes in the routing tree. VS is selected to be the node that has the lowest bandwidth offset ratio as described in Section III. See Figure 3.

**B. Changing VC reservation**

A tenant may request to change the bandwidth reservation of the flows of VMs or may even add or remove VMs from a VC. For simplicity of presentation, we do not consider addition or removal of VMs from VC in this work.

For describing the algorithm we first define a specific kind of reservation. For a given routing tree $T$, a virtual cluster $vc$ and VS placement on node $w$, we define $vs_{vc}(w, \beta)$-reservation as a $vs_{vc}(w)$-reservation in which the reservation from each VM to VS is $\beta$ times its desired bandwidth, where $\beta \leq 1$ (see Section III for a definition of $vs_{vc}(w)$-reservation).

Note that, although the underlying data center topology can be a non-tree, the algorithm selects routing subgraphs (i.e., subgraphs of the topology over which demand routing is performed) that are trees.

Periodically, the algorithm considers the pending requested changes to the VC. The requested changes in bandwidth reservation of the demands of VMs are considered in the descending order of the desired bandwidths. Following steps are taken for each bandwidth request of a VM with requested bandwidth rate $r_{new}$ and earlier reserved bandwidth rate $r_{old}$.

- Let the available bandwidth on the current route be $avl$. If current route of the VM demand is able to

\(^4\)In [3], the link bandwidth requirements are calculated using Lemma 1 that we mentioned earlier, and the network topology is assumed to be a tree.
satisfy \( \alpha \) times the desired bandwidth, i.e., \( \text{avl} \geq r_{\text{new}} * \alpha \), then the current route is used. The new reserved bandwidth is set to \( \min(r_{\text{new}}, \text{avl}) \). If \( \text{avl} < r_{\text{new}} * \alpha \), then we try the next step.

- In this step, the VM demand is rerouted along a new route which can support at least bandwidth of \( r_{\text{new}} * \alpha \). Please note that there can be multiple routes which can satisfy the requested rate. Our algorithm tries to find the shortest such route. If such a route cannot be found, we move to the last step.

- The bandwidth reservation request is rejected and VM demand continues to utilize \( r_{\text{old}} \).

It can be seen that the requested increase in the bandwidth reservation may not always get fulfilled due to unavailability of bandwidth on the physical links. As a result, NSR of the VC may decrease over time. This is because, for each tenant VC, its NSR is computed by comparing the reserved bandwidths with the last desired bandwidths of the VC. On the other hand, the NSR of a VC may also increase if its desired bandwidth decreases. We therefore use a periodic NSR improvement method which is described next.

C. Improving NSR

Periodically, the algorithm tries to improve the NSR of the placed VCs which have NSR below the predefined tolerance level \( \alpha \). The VCs are considered one at a time in the ascending order of NSR. For each selected VC \( vc \), the algorithm attempts to do flow rerouting and VM migrations to improve the NSR. First, we select the current routing tree for the VC. For each node \( w \) in this tree, we compute the bandwidth offset ratio if \( w \) is selected as the VS, and \( \text{us}(w) \)-reservation is done. Guided by Lemma 2, next we select a set of nodes, whose offset ratio is above a pre-defined threshold, as potential candidates for VS, and we consider \( \text{us}(w) \)-reservation for each candidate \( w \). Among all candidates for VS, we select the node \( w \) which maximizes the NSR of VC, i.e., \( w \) has the highest value of \( \beta \) such that \( \text{us}(w) \)-reservation can be performed over the residual link capacities of the current routing tree for the VC. If \( \beta \) is equal to or higher than the minimum tolerance level of NSR, \( \alpha \), then we reroute the flows and change the link reservation according to \( \text{us}(w, \beta) \)-reservation (and we say that VS is migrated to node \( w \)). Otherwise, additionally, we consider migrating the VMs of the VC, as described below.

For VM migration, we limit the number of concurrent VM migrations of a VC to a pre-defined value. We consider the VMs of the VC in the ascending order of the ratio between current reserved bandwidth and the desired bandwidth. A VM is migrated to the closest physical server \( s \) (from its current server) such that \( s \) has a free VM slot and there a path from \( s \) to \( w \) (VS selected in the previous step that maximizes NSR) which has enough residual bandwidth to support the desired bandwidth of the VM (Figure 4). After each VM migration, the NSR of the VC is recomputed until the threshold on the number of concurrent VM migration is exceeded or the NSR crosses the tolerance threshold.

The time interval between two consecutive invocations of the NSR improvement method provides a tradeoff between faster admission of tenants’ bandwidth change requests (when the interval is short) and low overhead of running the method and its subsequent rerouting and VM migration (when the interval is long). The duration of the interval should be fine-tuned for each data center based on its size, cost of VM migration and rerouting, and how frequently the tenant requests change. In our simulations, we consider an interval of 1200 seconds.

![Fig. 4: VM3 getting migrated. Dotted line shows the new route of VM demand.](image)

V. REPRESENTATIVE DATA CENTER TRAFFIC TRACES

A. Testbed details

To evaluate our algorithm, we use network traces obtained from a testbed running different MapReduce jobs. We use a 60-node cluster running Hadoop 1.1.1 [11] to perform our experiments. The 60 virtual machines are distributed across 6 physical hosts and each physical server hosts 10 nodes. All the physical hosts are IBM x3650 M2 servers with Intel Xeon CPU E5675 processor with a total of 12 cores on each server. All the hosts and the VMs run 64-bit Ubuntu 12.04.1 server with Linux 3.2.0-29-generic kernel. We use KVM to run the VMs and assign 2GB of RAM and one core to each VM. Every physical host has an OpenVSwitch (OVS) running and all the nodes placed on the host are connected to it. The physical interfaces bridged with the OVS on the hosts are connected to the same network.

B. Trace generation

We generate a workload on our cluster that is representative of the workload in a real data center. For this, we deploy the Statistical Workload Injector (SWIM) for MapReduce, from https://github.com/SWIMProject-UCB/SWIM/wiki [10], [12] on our cluster. SWIM provides a set of MapReduce workloads from real production systems and a tool to generate representative test workloads by sampling historical MapReduce cluster traces which can be used to replay the workload on other clusters. SWIM provides representative workload reproduced from the original trace that maintains the distribution of input, shuffle, and output data sizes, and the mix of job submission rates, job sequences and job types [12]. Using SWIM, we pre-populate the HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) on our cluster using uniform synthetic data, scaled to the 60-node cluster, and replay the workload using synthetic MapReduce jobs. For our evaluation, we use the traces available in the SWIM workload repository which are based on Facebook’s production data center. To measure the bandwidth utilization
during the process, we enable NetFlow on the OVS switches with an active timeout of 1 second and monitor the traffic using our own NetFlow collector. Based on the production data center traces, we generate 18 different workloads which run for about 4 hours each. Thus, we collect network traffic data for a total of 72 hours. To get the actual bandwidth requirement of the nodes while executing a workload, the data rate should not be capped by the link capacity. Therefore, we ensure that the link capacity in the testbed is well above the required level for all our experiments. We use the data collected using this methodology for evaluating our algorithms through simulation and present our results in Section VI-A.

C. Observations

![Graph](image)

Fig. 5: Aggregate data transfer rate for a period of 24 hours

In addition to evaluating our algorithm, we also analyzed the network traffic data and observed a few interesting points. Figure 5 shows the variation of the aggregate data transfer rate (across all 60 nodes in the cluster) with time for a duration of 24 hours. The rate is averaged over 5 minutes to even out very short bursts. This data clearly shows that the bandwidth requirement for a tenant in a real data center is time-varying. We see that there are significantly long intervals when the bandwidth requirement is well above the mean value. The peak-to-mean ratio for the 5-min average bandwidth requirement is 4.6. 40% of the time, the requirement is above mean and 16% of the time, the requirement is more than twice the mean value.

Figure 6 shows the amount of data transferred between server pairs for 3 intervals of 15 minutes each. It is a scatter plot for the matrix containing the log of bytes sent from one node to another. The three subfigures represent the data for 3 consecutive 15-minute intervals. Since the samples were taken when the network load was varying (corresponding to around 3 hour mark in Figure 5), we see the difference in the three plots. Figure 6 (b) corresponds to a peak in Figure 5 while the other two correspond to the adjacent troughs. We notice that for each of the plots, the darkness is not uniform, implying that some of the nodes demand higher bandwidths. This serves as a motivation for a network reservation abstraction, such as a VC, with heterogeneous VM bandwidths. Further, the location of the darker points in the plot keep changing over time. This means that the set of nodes which require higher bandwidth keep changing with time. This corroborates one of the basic assumptions of this work that the bandwidth requirement of a tenant’s network reservation should be allowed to change over time.

VI. RESULTS

In this section we present the results of simulation based comparison of our method with other utility managing schemes. For simulations, we have used both real world as well as synthetic data traces.

A. Simulation with Representative DC traffic

Network workload considered: We consider a MapReduce network traffic workload consisting of 18 tenants with 60 VMs per tenant. We assign each of the tenants a different trace that we generated using SWIM in section V. Each trace is a mix of various jobs with varying requirements. Thus, the set of 18 tenants running simultaneously represents a good multi-tenant data center workload.

Data center topology: We consider a synthetic CLOS topology with 300 servers where each server is capable of hosting 4 VMs and each link has the bandwidth capacity of 768Mbps. This capacity was selected to simulate an oversubscribed data center scenario, given that our data center traffic data over 60 VMs (per Tenant) has much lower traffic than a commercial data center. When we ran the simulation using the same-sized data center with 1Gbps links, we found that the data center is no longer oversubscribed and the NSR of all the tenants reached 1. It should be noted that the topology is a non-tree topology.

We have used the placement scheme described in Section IV-A for the initial placement of the VMs of the tenants. We compare three NSR maintaining approaches (including ours) mentioned below.

- No-Rerouting: Once the VC is placed, there is no change in the locations of the VMs and also no rerouting of the bandwidth reservations of the VMs.
- Rerouting: Once the VC is placed, there is no change in the locations of VMs and VS. Only demand rerouting is allowed when the current bandwidth reservation route is unable to support its increased bandwidth requirement.
- Migrations and Rerouting (Our Scheme): This scheme is discussed in detail in Section IV.

We now list the key results and observations from this simulation.

1. Figure 7 shows that our scheme provides better average NSR to the tenants than other schemes. Its performance is between 6% to 28% higher than the No-rerouting scheme and close to 10% higher than the Rerouting scheme. Our scheme occasionally provides the maximum possible NSR of 1 while other schemes are never able to achieve that level of NSR. The total number of VM and VS migrations which occurred during the simulations for all 18 tenants are 6 each.

2. Figure 8 shows that our scheme is much more fair to tenants in terms of bandwidth allocations as shown by the standard deviation of NSR across the tenants. Occasionally, for our scheme, the standard deviation of NSR becomes zero, which implies an equal NSR for all.
3. The average NSR provided by our method is less time-varying as compared to the others. This shows that our scheme is able to adapt to the varying network load.

4. We observed that the server to ToR links have lower average link utilization as compared to ToR to aggregation switch links, which in turn has lower link utilization as compared to aggregation to core switch links. Our scheme maintains similar link utilization as others while maintaining higher NSR (Figure 9).

5. Figure 10 shows percentage of demands which are rejected. A new demand is said to be rejected if there is no route in the data center between the demand end points which can fully support the demand. An already placed demand is said
to be rejected if increase in its bandwidth requirement can not be supported. The rerouting module in our scheme helps to quickly adapt to the dynamically changing bandwidth demands, and thus, reduce the bandwidth reservation rejections.

B. Simulation with Synthetic Data traffic

In this section, we present the simulation results with synthetic network traffic traces with more tenants and using a much bigger data center.

Network workload: We consider a workload consisting of 80 tenants with an average of 40 VMs each. The bandwidth requirement of a VM is 50 Mbps on an average. The VMs vary their bandwidth reservation requirements with a standard deviation of 20Mbps and following a normal distribution. To smoothen out the traffic we use exponential smoothing with smoothing factor of 0.25. To mimic the dynamic nature of network load we vary the bandwidth required by the VMs alternately to high load and low load conditions. When the load is high, the average bandwidth requirement of VM is twice than that in low load scenario, i.e., 100 Mbps per VM. The increase and decrease in loads between the low and high periods are gradual, each taking 10% time of the total high load duration.

Data center topology: We consider a synthetic CLOS topology data center with 1024 servers with each server capable of hosting 4 VMs and links connecting different nodes have 1Gbps capacity.

We now list the key results and observations from this simulation.

1. Figure 11 shows that our scheme provides much better average NSR to the tenants. Its performance is between 20% to 26% higher than the No-rerouting scheme and between 10% to 16% higher than the Rerouting scheme. Also note that our scheme provides an average NSR close to 1 for a considerable amount of time whereas, other schemes are never able to achieve that level of NSR.

2. The standard deviation of NSR among the tenants achieved by our scheme is always lower than the other schemes, as shown in Figure 12. Occasionally it reaches zero and remains very close to zero when the data center is in low utilization phase. This shows that our scheme is fair across the tenants.

3. Our scheme utilizes the links marginally better than other schemes. This is evident from the Figure 13. This, coupled with zero demand rejection rate as shown in Figure 14, are essential to have higher NSR and efficient data center operations.

C. Adaptive placement

In our simulations, the initial placement of tenant VC plays a key role in deciding the NSR observed, especially for the unadaptive network reservation management schemes. This was evident when we experimented with simpler initial placement schemes, such as simple left to right packing of VMs on the physical servers. In that case, we found that the difference in performance between our scheme and other schemes was much higher. Due to its adaptive nature, our scheme, after some initial period of low NSR, was able to achieve similar performance with simple initial placement scheme as the performance shown in above simulation results. Thus, we note that even if the initial placement is not done in the best possible way, an adaptive scheme like the one proposed in this work will make the placement better over time.

VII. OVERHEADS INVOLVED IN OUR MECHANISM

In this section, we discuss the overheads of the proposed NSR improvement mechanism. There are three activities that
cause the overheads, namely, VM migration, VM flow rerouting and the overhead of running the algorithm itself.

**VM Migration:** The proposed mechanism tries to keep the number of VM migrations to a minimum by using flow rerouting whenever possible. VM migration is used only if rerouting of the flow is not sufficient to improve a tenant’s NSR. The number of VM migrations is kept low because of its high cost [13], which involves transferring the VM image from the current physical server to the destination server. In the experiment mentioned in section VI-A with real data traces, we found that our scheme required only 6 VM migrations during 4 hours of simulation with 1080 VMs involved.

**Rerouting:** Rerouting of a VM flow needs much lesser effort than migrating the VM. In an OpenFlow network controller based network, it only involves configuration of the new forwarding rules (along with removing the old rules) on the switches. The installation of new rules on a switch requires only a few milliseconds. A good discussion about the overhead involved in configuration of forwarding rules on OpenFlow enabled switches is given in [14].

**Cost of running our algorithm:** As discussed in Section IV-C, our algorithm tries to improve the NSRs of tenants periodically. The calculations involved consist of finding new paths for rerouting the flows and finding new destination physical servers for migrating the VMs. We have implemented these routines in the form of a module (in Java) which currently works on top of a data center simulation [15]. The time taken for simulation consists of the time taken by the module to make the rerouting and migration decisions along with the simulation of a data center. For the 4 hour long “real data traffic” trace simulation (Section VI-A) consisting of 1080 VMs and a data center with 300 servers, the time taken per simulation run was close to 180 seconds. The NSR improvement was invoked 12 times (every 1200 seconds in the 4 hour long trace). Without the NSR module, the plain data center simulation (without rerouting scheme) took close to 620 seconds to complete. Because of the increased number of VMs and bigger size of the data center, each NSR improvement run took roughly 28 seconds ((2000 − 620)/50 ≈ 28). All the simulations were run on a Intel Quad Core Machine with each core clocked at 2.66GHz.

Finally, we note that our method does not need to perform real-time monitoring of flow sizes and link utilizations (both of which can be an overhead). Since we keep track of reservations made for each VM of each tenant on all links, we know the residual (unreserved) link capacities analytically.

**VIII. RELATED WORK**

The increase in the number of multi-tenant data centers have resulted in a significant interest in performance isolation of tenants through network virtualization. While [3], [2], [4], [5] provide absolute bandwidth guarantees for VMs of a tenant, [6], [7] provide weighted-fair link bandwidth sharing among different tenants. As mentioned in [16], while bandwidth guarantees for the VMs are preferred by clients because it provides predictable network performance for the tenants’ applications, it may result in low average link utilization when tenants’ bandwidth requirements are lower than the reserved levels. On the other hand, data center operators prefer proportional sharing of link bandwidth which allows higher average link utilization, and when the data center network is oversubscribed, it provides link-level fairness among tenants.

In this work, by using Network Satisfaction Ratio (NSR) and time-varying reservation request, we propose a network reservation solution that provides the benefits of both the above approaches. By continuously striving to achieve an NSR of 1 for each tenant, our method tries to provide bandwidth reservation as close to the desired level of the tenant. On the other hand, by allowing time-varying network reservation, we provide a mechanism for tenants to match their bandwidth request close to their current usage. Finally, by maximizing the minimum NSR, we provide fairness across tenants, which is useful when the network is oversubscribed. The key difference in our solution as compared to the above reservation schemes is the notion of NSR, which allows us to design a method that is aware of tenants’ desired rates, and also allows us to compare network reservations across tenants.

Among the above network reservation methods, our work is closest to [3] and [2]. We use the virtual cluster as the network reservation abstraction, and (a slightly modified) initial placement scheme from [3]. However, our work differs from [3] in the following three points: (a) We allow tenants to modify their placement over time, and continually modify the network reservation (flow routing and VM placement) according to the tenants’ requests, whereas, [3] only considers initial placement; (b) (as mentioned above) we fairly distribute the network resources among tenants in case of a network oversubscription; (c) our algorithms work over topologies where there are multiple paths among VMs, whereas the algorithm in [3] is designed for tree topology. Although [2] allows time varying network reservation and routing over non-tree topologies, it does not provide fairness across tenants, and it considers clique abstraction for network reservation for a tenant. The clique abstraction allows a tenant to specify bandwidth requirement between all pairs of VMs. Although it provides more flexibility to the tenants to specify network requirement, a clique is
typically more difficult to provision in a network due to its larger number of virtual links.

The overall goal of our work is also close to [17], which proposes bandwidth allocation methods to fairly share network bandwidth among tenant. In [17], the authors point out three desirable characteristics of a bandwidth allocation scheme: minimum absolute bandwidth guarantee for every VM, high network utilization, and sharing the network among tenants in proportion to their payments. Further, the paper points out fundamental tradeoff between these requirements, and presents methods that satisfy some of the requirements. Although our algorithm aims to share the network in proportion to tenants’ payments (assuming their payments are proportional to their desired network bandwidths), our algorithm differs from [17] in two crucial ways. First, we directly take as an input the desired bandwidth for each VM, and try to fairly reserve as high a fraction of that bandwidth as possible, whereas, [17] provides VM bandwidth as a function of the VM’s weight and total number of VMs of the tenant. We believe our reservation interface provides a simpler abstraction for the tenants. Second, our algorithm considers flow routing and VM placement as part of the reservation scheme, but [17] relies on underlying network routing and does not modify VM placement. Modifying flow routing and VM placement can be useful when the requirements of the tenants vary over time.

The work presented in the current paper complements our earlier work on optimal network-aware initial placement of VMs to save network power [15], steady state network-aware migrations of VMs for network congestion resolution [13] and a QoS scheme for VM migrations [18].

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented a novel method for fairly managing tenants’ network reservations in oversubscribed cloud data centers. In trace-driven simulations, our method shows significant benefit in terms of fairness across tenants and number of accepted reservation requests, as compared to baseline schemes. We now mention some directions for future work. First, the NSR metric that we use in this work can be extended to include other network performance indicators and to capture a tenant’s level of satisfaction in a better way. Second, in this work we primarily considered reservation for network resources, and it would be useful to study the joint problem of fairly managing network, compute, storage and memory resource allocations. Finally, in addition to virtual cluster and clique abstractions, it would be interesting to investigate other networks reservation abstractions that are tailored for common types of data center applications.
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APPENDIX

We give a sketch of proof of Lemma 1. The basic argument is taken from [3].

Proof: Consider a bandwidth reservation $R(e)$ on tree topology $T$ for $vc$, and consider any edge $e \in T$. Without loss of generality assume, $B_t(e) \leq B_u(e)$.

We first show that reservation $R(e)$ on edge $e$ should be at least $B_t(e)$. Consider a traffic pattern in which each VM $i \in l(e)$ sends traffic at rate $br_{vc}(i)$ to VMs in $u(e)$, while ensuring that the total incoming rate of each VM $j \in u(e)$ is at most $br_{vc}(j)$. Note that such an incoming traffic rate allocation can always be done since $B_t(e) \leq B_u(e)$. Since the routing topology is a tree, all traffic from $l(e)$ to $r(e)$ traverses $e$, and therefore the total traffic on $e$ will be the sum of $br_{vc}(i)$ over all $i \in l(e)$, i.e., $B_t(e)$. Thus the reservation $R(e)$ on edge $e$ to support traffic patterns following $vc$ should be at least $B_t(e)$.

For the converse, suppose that reservation on edge $e$ is $R(e) = B_t(e)$, and we are given a traffic matrix according to the specifications of virtual cluster $vc$. Any traffic on $e$ is either to or from a VM in $l(e)$. Since the traffic rate of any VM in $l(e)$ (either incoming or outgoing) is at most $br_{vc}(i)$ in $vc$, the total traffic rate on $e$ is at most $B_t(e)$. Thus the reservation is sufficient.